
Dug McGuirk

Take Your Events or Trainings to the Next Level
with a Breakthrough Experience!

Customize and maximize your message with an experience
your participants will never forget! Your organization or

teams will bond in a way they haven’t in a long time and you
will be the STAR for making it happen for them!

As a Master Practitioner and Trainer of NLP, Dug will
support the transformation of your team. The breakthroughs
are speci�cally designed to create lasting change, not just

an interesting experience. It directly relates to you and
your organization and improves your bottom line.  

Take full advantage of Dug’s customized Breakthrough
Experiences of Firewalking, Glass Walking, Board Breaking,

Fire Eating, Arrow Breaking, Rebar Bending and more!

Imagine connecting your message to a
breakthrough experience like storming

across 8 feet of 1200 degree coals!  

The process breaks down old limiting beliefs 
and thought patterns and creates new beliefs

of possibility.  This is a powerful and intense
experience that your group will talk about

for years. 
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Dug McGuirk
Revolutionary Breakthrough Experiences

Extinguish a 12” �ame in your mouth to
breakthrough from Procrastination to Motivation. 
This breakthrough is great for overcoming procrastination,

which is just fear isn’t it?  

Break an arrow with your neck, breaking through fears to
“Go For It”.  Often people don’t take action because they think
it’s going to be di�cult or painful.  This experience is focused
on follow through.  It is said that fortune is in the follow up!

This is the perfect experience to get a sales team up and
running!

Getting clear on your vision and then clear on what is
stopping you and then busting through that story by

breaking a 1” board with your hand.  For people,
organizations, and teams sometimes the breakthrough is

simply getting clear on where we are going and then busting
through the obstacles that slow us down. 

 

In a world of distractions, presence will produce
extraordinary results.  Walking on broken glass is an

intense experience that requires extreme presence to be
successful.   After walking across broken glass, your team
will be more empowered than ever before shattering their

previous limits.

Make your event a Breakthrough that lasts!!
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